"we´re the revolution of bathroom"

Bathroom furniture Sete 60 brown
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Design

60x45

Brown To the wall

60

45

The bathroom furniture Sete 60 in brown color, large storage space in your bathroom
Look at the Sete bathroom furnitures of the well-known Torvisco brand, it is a bathroom furniture that combines an
elegant design with more classic style finishes that will last in your bathroom, and all have large storage space
thanks to its large two-door wardrobe and its lower shelf where you can organize in the most comfortable and
practical way all your utensils for daily hygiene.
The Sete 60 bathroom furniture by Torvisco in brown color measures 600 mm wide by 434 mm depth and 640 mm
high, has two doors with normal opening and is also available in white, brun and palm tree finish, You can select
your favorite color from among the available options.
The price is only for the bathroom furniture, does not include taps, mirror, basin or other accessories, you can select
from the available options the basin and other options. All the photographs correspond to the furniture in measure
of 80.
The Torvisco Sete bathroom furnitures has the following characteristics:
Discover all the Torvisco Sete bathroom furnitures in the bathroom furniture section of our online store and buy
them at the best price without leaving home, in the most comfortable and simple way.
Add storage in your bathroom with the Sete Torvisco furnitures
* The sizes are approximate, in some cases sizes may have slight variations less than +- 1 cm. If you want to know
the actual measurements of an article you can contact us or leave us a review.
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